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No part of the candidate’s evidence in this exemplar material may be presented in an external 
assessment for the purpose of gaining an NZQA qualification or award. 
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Excellence

Subject: Mathematics and Statistics RAS

Standard:  91947

Total score: 24

Q Grade 
score Marker commentary

One E8

(a) Correct answer.
(b)(i) Correct answer.
(b)(ii) Provided correct volume of space. The candidate developed
a chain of logical reasoning to calculate the volume of the box, NOT
occupied by the tins in this box, with the radius of the tins given as a
variable, thus forming a generalisation.
(c)(i) correct answer with working.
(c)(ii) correct bearing.
(c)(iii) provided correct expression for SV. The candidate formed a
generalisation to determine the speed of a ship, given the speed of
another ship and the time taken for both ships to travel a given distance.

Two E8

(a)(i) Clear and justified working to show that v = 67.5°.   
(a)(ii) Correct answer.   
(a)(iii) Finding a correct expression for the area of the whole polygon 
table. Candidate extended mathematical methods to solve the problem 
of providing a generalisation to determine the surface area of a polygon 
with n sides, given a length from the centre. Minor error ignored.   
(b)(i) Found y in terms of x.  
(b)(ii) The candidate used a chain of logical reasoning to correctly 
calculate the area of a triangle, extending mathematical methods to 
solve a problem.

Three E8

(a)(i) Correct answer.  
(a)(ii) Correct answer.  
(a)(iii) Found both values of x.  
(b) Both intersection points identified accurately and
with evidence of use of an accurate graph. The candidate extended 
mathematical methods (graphing) to solve an equation.

(c) x = 8
3

with evidence that x = –5 has been ignored. The candidate

formed a generalisation to use the area of a trapezium and extended 
mathematical methods to solve a problem.




